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Abstract:
Data Mining is a concept that is
taking off in the commercial sector as a
means of finding useful information out of
gigabytes of data. While products for the
commercial environment are starting to
become available, tools for a scientific
environment are much rarer (or even nonexistent). Yet scientists have long had to
search through reams of printouts and rooms
full of tapes to find the gems that make up
scientific discovery. To understand the data
warehouse, it is important for you to realize
that it is not a single object. It is more of a
strategy or a process, an integration of
various support systems and programs that
are knowledge based. The goal of using a
data warehouse is to allow businesses and
organizations to make strategic decisions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Users are in an age often referred to
as the information age. In this information
age, because we believe that information
leads to power and success, and thanks to
sophisticated technologies such as computers,
satellites, etc., users have been collecting
tremendous amounts of information. Initially,
with the advent of computers and means for
mass digital storage, users started collecting
and storing all sorts of data, counting on the
power of computers to help sort through this
amalgam of information. Unfortunately, these
massive collections of data stored on
disparate structures very rapidly became
overwhelming. This initial chaos has led to
the creation of structured databases and
database management systems (DBMS). The
efficient database management systems have
been very important assets for management
of a large corpus of data and especially for
effective and efficient retrieval of particular
information from a large collection whenever
needed. The proliferation of database
management systems has also contributed to
recent massive gathering of all sorts of
information. Today, users have far more
information than we can handle: from
business transactions and scientific data, to
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satellite pictures, text reports and military
intelligence. Information retrieval is simply
not enough anymore for decision-making.
Confronted with huge collections of data,
users have now created new needs to help us
make better managerial choices. These needs
are automatic summarization of data,
extraction of the "essence" of information
stored, and the discovery of patterns in raw
data.

II.EXISTING SYSTEM:
The basic problem here is
the translation of the underlying information
into the format of the data model used by the
warehousing system. A component that
translates an information source into a
common integrating model is called a
translator or wrapper. Another problem in
data extraction is update detection, i.e.
monitoring the information source for
changes to the data that are relevant to the
warehouse, and propagating those changes to
the integrator. Depending on the facilities that
provide for update detection, the information
sources can be classified into several types,
so that notification of changes of interest can
be programmed to occur automatically. Each
of these types of information sources
provides particular research problems for
update detection. Clearly, the functionality
of a wrapper/monitor component depends on
the type of the source, and on the data model
used by the source. Therefore, developping
techniques that automate the process of
implementing wrapper/monitor components
is an important research problem.

III.PROPOSED SYSTEM:
The task of the integrator is to
receive update notifications from the
wrapper/monitors and reflect these updates in
the data warehouse. Now, the data in the
warehouse can be seen as a set of
materialised views, and thus the task of the
integrator can be seen as materialised view
maintenance.
However, there are two
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reasons why conventional techniques cannot
be applied directly here, each giving rise to
interesting research problems.
The first
reason is that warehouse views are often
more complicated than usual views of
relational systems, and may not be
expressible using standard languages, such as
SQL. For example, typical warehouse views
may contain historical data or highly
aggregated and summarized information,
while the underlying sources may not contain
such information. So relevant areas of
research here include temporal databases, and
efficient view maintenace in the presence of
aggregate and summary information.
The second reason why conventional
techniques cannot be applied directly here is
that the base relations of the warehouse views
reside at the information sources. As a result,
the system maintaining the warehouse views
is only loosely coupled with the systems
maintaining the base data. In fact, the
underlying information sources simply report
changes but do not participate in warehouse
views maintenance. In this context, keeping
the warehouse views consistent with the base
data is a difficult problem, and sophisticated
algorithms must be used for view
maintenance.

IV.CLUSTERS FROM A DATA
CUBE
Clustering groups all the value of
one dimension by the values of the second
dimension. In DBMiner, only two cube
dimensions can be chosen in a mining session
since the clustering space is 2-dimensional.
The underlying algorithm used in DBMiner is
the k-means method. For detailed information
about the k-means method, see the on-line
documentation.
Number of clusters refers to k in
the k-mean algorithm. If the number of
clusters requested exceeds the number of
points in the plane, an error message will be
issued and the clustering process is stopped.
Dimension weights refers to the
coefficients for each dimension. The default
value is 1.00 but can be decreased if you
want a particular dimension to be relatively
less influential with respect to the other
dimension. Because this scaling reflects the
relative different in influence, it is only
calibrated between 0.01 - 1.00.
Max clustering passes refers to the
number of passes in the k-mean algorithm.
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Filter threshold ensures that cells in
a data cube containing no records are not
included in the clusters. This threshold can be
raised to exclude more cells and thus reduce
the number of points on a 2-dimensional
plane.
Step(a):
In order to input such a query, follow the
menu route Mining -> Mining Wizard to
invoke the mining wizard. The mining wizard
box will appear as follows.

V. CONCLUSIONS
Data Mining is a new term and
formalism for a process that has been
undertaken by scientists for generations. The
massive increase in the volume of data
collected or generated for analysis with the
use of computers has made it an essential
tool. However, despite the more formal
approach, Data Mining is something that
scientists perform on an ad hoc basis and can
easily adapt to. Many of the methods used for
the analysis of the data were originally
developed to process scientific data and are
used unchanged. As a final point, the biggest
of all, the Internet, is becoming more and
more important, and while there is useful
information, extracting that from the
terabytes being added daily is an enormous
task. The techniques of Data Mining are
applicable here more than any other domain.
However, to make use of it takes time, effort
and, above all, people with a knowledge of
the field, to differentiate the true solutions
from the infeasible.
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